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Subject: Pharmacy 

Comment: Dear Malcolm, I have just travelled throughout Europe widely and I have met 

several Americans and British people. I wanted to pass on to your office how strongly I feel 

we have the best health system in the world because of community pharmacy being owned 

by Pharmacists. I'm not sure if you understand the value we provide our communities. We 

offer free advice all day every day. One pharmacy may give advice to 500 or more people 

each and every day. The advice we give to people for free is a huge saving to Medicare. I 

see it every day. I can spend up to half an hour gathering the correct information from a 

customer only to realise the doctor has misdiagnosed or treated the wrong condition due to 

time issues or not asking the right questions of the patient. I can't count the number of lives I 

have personally saved by intervening. By knowing my customers and seeing them every 

month for the last 10 years (in my current shop) you form a relationship and know their 

health issues. I have been a pharmacist/nutritionist for 20 years and often I ask about 

whether the doctor has given any dietary advice for medicine like nexium for reflux and the 

answer is always no. I think prevention is better than cure. Changing diets can reduce reflux 

for example so less nexium is prescribed. This all takes time. The cost saving to the 

government in my one shop by me sending people to the doctor when they need it or 

treating them in the pharmacy with my nurse practitioner or just giving advice and selling 

nothing is huge. You can't put a value on it. In London people don't see the pharmacist for 

advice, and it has gotten so bad they are only allowed to go to the doctor with one complaint 

at a time. If they have multiple issues they have to make multiple appointments! How 

ridiculous. In the US they also don't get advice from their Pharmacists. They all have to go to 

the doctor or hospital which is a massive cost to government. It's because in the US and 

Britain pharmacies are owned by big chains and are all about making money. The 

pharmacist gets their wage whether they intervene or not. With our system I am motivated to 

always do my best for each and every customer or I won't have a business. Chemist 

warehouse and their low cost model worries me for this country. If they destroy the roughly 

4500 independent pharmacies due to price reductions you will lose the duty of care and 

service we independents provide for free. It would mean people going to the doctor more 

often and the hospitals and that would blow out Medicare like in the US and Britain. Please 

can the person reading this just pass on my comments to the PM as I think it is so important 

for our country. We have an aging population after all. It is worth a thought. The big 

supermarkets WW and Coles have already destroyed all their competition and I'm not sure 

they are good for this countries health. All they promote is saturated fat. They don't have 

choice anymore and many products are from China. They are making this country fat. They 

are reducing the job market. If Chemist warehouse becomes so powerful and destroys all 

the small pharmacies not only will employment fall, but Medicare will cost a huge amount 

more. Please just think about it and support local pharmacy. Regards, Geoegie Dutry 

 

 

 

 


